Let’s start with Battle Pirates. It’s the far future. The ice caps
are gone. The fascist Draconian Empire controls most of the
world’s remaining resources.

A loose alliance of independent captains, the Forsaken, are
trying to take back the seas.
Their tools? Ships, and explosions.

Lots of explosions.

This was the game that got me to work for KIXEYE. I’d seen
what some other companies in the social and mobile spaces
were doing, and I wasn’t too impressed, and then a friend at
KIXEYE told me to check out Battle Pirates. I logged in, and
the first thing I see is a giant world map, all these islands
reclaimed from the ocean. And then I saw that map was
actually updating in real time, as fleets moved around. The
world map is alive. I spent pretty much the entire next week
playing it.
In a month or so, Battle Pirates will have been in continuous
service for three years. And we’ve had synchronous, real-time
PvP for all of that.
The level of base and fleet customization is insane, and our
players are really into that. There are components that can
only be earned in combat during special events. You can mix
and match Draconian, Forsaken, and Reaver tech trees, and
just put together these monster warships.

Our next big hit is War Commander. In Battle Pirates, you’re
controlling at most 5 ships in a fleet at once. War Commander
plays more like a traditional RTS, like the late ‘90s monsters,
Starcraft, Command and Conquer, and gives you dozens of
near-future units to control directly: tanks, rocket buggies,
flamethrower guys, aircraft, drones of all flavors.

Where it diverges from the traditional RTS and goes into MMO
territory is the world map, and the economy that comes with
it. We didn’t have this when War Commander launched, but
when we introduced it, that was when it really took off.
Everybody’s fighting over sources of oil, metal, and a rare
high-level resource called thorium, and those resource
deposits can be yours, but first you have to take them away
from the NPC faction or human player that controls it, and
then the gameplay kinda turns around and you have to put
your own defenses in there to keep everyone else out.

Once again, we’ve got real-time, synchronous PvP combat and
a bunch of really hardcore players. I’ve gotten into attackcounterattack loops with some of these guys that lasted
weeks. I took this screenshot from one of my own attacks
yesterday, and I fully expect to load my base this afternoon
and find that this guy or one of his friends has trashed it.

Like Battle Pirates, War Commander is a Flash-based browser
game, and you can play it on our own KIXEYE.com platform,
or on Facebook.

Battle Pirates and War Commander have world maps. This is
Vega Conflict. Humanity has headed for the stars. Vega
Conflict has entire planetary systems, plural.

Dozens of mining stations orbit each planet.

Players control orbital mining stations composed of modules,
and most of those modules have hardpoints for defensive and
offensive systems: armor, shields, lasers, railguns…

Which leads me back to KIXEYE’s signature features: real-time
PvP, and explosions.
It’s our most beautiful game yet. Pushes the Flash frontend
pretty hard.

About a year out, we’re still iterating on Vega Conflict
gameplay. Big changes, not variations on existing content.
Just introduced in-game events, and players are really excited
about those.
Vega Conflict is KIXEYE’s first completely server-side game.
The client is only trusted to send commands to the backend
servers and get back simulation updates. This eliminates most
of the traditional avenues for cheating, and it also lets us do
some neat stuff with the support software I’ll be talking about.

Our most recently released game is Backyard Monsters:
Unleashed. It’s KIXEYE’s first mobile game.

It’s closer to a tower defense game than the rest of our lineup.
Unlike our RTS titles, you don’t have direct control over your
units You create these deathtrap bases, or you breed some
monsters and throw them at someone else’s base, and the
behaviors of each species of monster guide them to victory, if
you’re good.

Although it’s a relatively new game, having been in the US
App Store for about four months now, Backyard Monsters:
Unleashed is the 4th year of our Backyard Monsters series, and
it’s another title where we’re iterating rapidly, as we learn
what gameplay from Backyard Monsters works on mobile
platforms.

How does customer support fit into KIXEYE’s ability to keep
players engaged for years, in the social sector, where many
games see player burnout in a mere six weeks?
We recognize that it’s easier, and cheaper, to keep good
players than to spend a lot of money on user acquisition,
trying to replace players that we’ve lost.

These are some direct quotes from player support tickets.
They’re reaching out to us, and we want to be able to reach
back.

With a million tickets a year, and a ticket volume that can
approach 7 to 10 thousand a week, spiking up to 30 a minute
during game events, our CS agents have a lot of work to do.
When I came on board, a lot of player problems could only be
solved by grabbing a game developer and making them dig
into the problem. It was common to have to edit live SQL
tables by hand. It was a waste of time for the CS agents, it
was an interruption for the developers, and it was actually
pretty dangerous.

So we gave them Monocle instead. Monocle is a one-stop tool
for changing game data. It handles all of our games, including
production and pre-production environments. It provides some
abstraction, both logical and graphical, between the games
and people using Monocle, and it also stores some very useful
extra data.
Monocle’s a player-centric app. Other systems at KIXEYE
handle aggregate data for analytics, but Monocle generally
shows one player at a time, in as much detail as we can give.
We’re on our second ticketing system now… or third, if you
count five CS agents sharing a Gmail account and a Google
Docs spreadsheet, which is what we started with more than
two years ago.

Monocle’s most fundamental mission is to deliver what we call
the Holy Trinity of customer support functions: searching for
players in a game, giving them hard currency when they have
problems, and banning them when they’ve behaved badly.
Those three are the absolute minimum that our customer
support department needs to consider a game supportable.

Search is the first function of the Trinity because you can’t
help a player if you can’t find them. This is a less obvious
problem to solve than it sounds. Players in KIXEYE games are
identified by the combination of the game they’re playing and
their user ID, which is generally a number. But, depending on
the route through which CS has received a support ticket, they
may also be identified by a platform ID, such as a Facebook
ID, which is a number, or a KIXEYE.com ID, which is a 12-byte
random MongoDB identifier, or an Apple Game Center ID. They
may be identified by an in-game nickname, or a KIXEYE.com
nickname, or even just an email address.
And you won’t believe the number of players in Battle Pirates
who go by Blackbeard, so CS needs the ability to input any
additional context they can find, like a player’s home sector.

This is Monocle’s player search GUI for Vega Conflict. It’s
basically identical to what you’d see for other games. You can
input a game ID, a platform ID from KIXEYE.com or Facebook,
or a fuzzier identifier like their email, real name, or in-game
nickname.

I’ve entered my Vega Conflict user id here, and Monocle’s
pulled up some related profile data at the bottom, so that the
person using it can make sure they’ve got the right player.
That’s my email address, all right. Must be me.

Now we’re into the player-centric interface.

The left side nav section shows all the things you can read
about or do to a player. We’ve tried to make Monocle features
discoverable as possible, to get new users up to speed as fast
as possible.

The top bar is the same no matter what part of a player’s data
you’re looking at. It’s a handy summary for agents who have a
lot of windows open. It shows what game and game
environment they’re in, their IDs, nickname, lifetime and
recent dollar spend, and any hard currency awarded recently.
Some of those can be color-coded to let CS agents know that
they’re looking at a whale, or someone who’s spending enough
money that they could be considered a whale soon.

The top of the details panel shows a Monocle user information
about the player’s game account and gameplay habits: when
they started playing, when the last time they played was, how
much actual time they’ve spent logged in.
Also if they’re banned; that’s another feature that CS asked us
to color-code for convenience: green is a player in good
standing, yellow is a warning or a temporary ban, red is a
permanent ban.

The last interesting bit of this screen is the tagging feature. CS
agents can tag accounts with a variety of tags: VIP status,
retention programs, dodgy-looking accounts that might be
related to cheating or account takeovers, whatever they need.
Tags are synced with our ticketing system, and they can be
used to control ticket routing. For example, people marked as
VIPs go into a special ticket queue handled by our top agents.
They’re also used for reporting.
I’ve marked myself as a VIP for testing purposes, and
apparently some joker has flagged me as Suspicious.

Granting hard currency, which we call gold internally, is the
second function of the Trinity. Gold is fungible. Given enough
gold, a player can replace almost anything in any KIXEYE
game that they might have somehow lost or been denied:
units, technology, resources, repair time. Thus, it can
substitute for all of those things.
We prefer to grant exact replacements where we can. Nobody
likes losing a tank platoon and being told “here’s 200 gold, go
build yourself some more tanks.” They’d really rather just have
their tanks back. But when we’re connecting Monocle to a new
game, we’ll start with gold, and grow from there.

This is Monocle’s gold interface. CS-granted gold is always
marked as such in games, so it doesn’t screw up our revenue
reporting. I’m going to give myself 20 of it.
This is by far Monocle’s most popular feature. CS agents use
it. QA testers use it. Developers use it. Recruiters use it:
here’s 500 gold, potential future KIXITE, go see what you can
do with it. Even execs use it.

In Monocle, any changes to a player’s data have to happen for
a reason, so we have an audit trail for analytics, mistakes,
reviews of history to see how we handled a past problem with
a player.
A Monocle user has to enter a reason for whatever change
they’re making. That’s stored in a Monocle component called
the “admin log”, and automatically associated with the user’s
username and email address, and some machine-readable info
about the change, often including before and after versions of
the player’s data. We only show those internally, the player
never sees them.

And then there’s the third function: bans. Sometimes you have
players who are just a net negative: they cheat, they harass
other players, they’re screwing up everyone else’s fun. We
have to ban them.

Some of our games also support temporary bans and
warnings. I’m going to give myself a three-day temporary ban
with a player-visible message, so I’ll see that next time I log
into Vega Conflict.

Any request to change data goes through permissions checks
and ends up in the admin log. This is a handy feature that lets
CS agents know what other CS agents, or various automated
tools, or game maintenance, have done to this player in the
past.

Who uses Monocle, and how do they get to it?
On the left, we have people using the Monocle GUI frontend,
what you’ve seen in the previous few slides. A lot of people.
Remember that Monocle started as a CS tool, but once we’d
shown it off a bit, other departments started wanting to use it
to speed up some of their work.
We’ve also got a machine-to-machine interface on the right,
with a small, public, documented API, and some example
clients to help other departments use it.

In addition to our in-house and external CS agents, we’ve now
got QA users setting up manual tests. We’ve got developers
granting themselves freshly coded units or tech. Fair Play,
KIXEYE’s cheat and exploit cops, use Monocle for
investigations. Other people in game studios will use Monocle
for impromptu health checks, or learning more about
individual players.

Our analysts consume data on tickets and CS agent actions to
look for interesting trends, and our QA department has some
very clever test engineers that are automating more and more
of the game testing process, and using Monocle APIs to do it.

Fair Play controls a set of standalone cheat/exploit/fraud
detection tools that we collectively call the ban tools. They
operate by sending evidence to Monocle, and Monocle is a
central point for policy controls on those tools: this guy’s spent
ten thousand bucks, maybe we should give him a warning
first, or queue his account for manual investigation. Nobody at
KIXEYE is allowed to ban accounts directly; all bans must go
through Monocle’s ban API. We’ve also got a special flow for
players who submit tickets about other players; those turn
into ban evidence rather than support tickets, and that saved
us what works out to $400k in support costs.
Some of the game teams also have ban tools of their own; for
example, there are several consistency checks built into Battle
Pirates’ combat server. That combat server doesn’t need to
know any details about current ban policy, or how to ban an
account; it can just send a request to Monocle.

We love open source tech at KIXEYE. We use it wherever we
can. You should too: it’ll let you develop faster. It’s free, you
can get into its internals, understand how it works, and tweak
it if you have to, which you generally can’t do with proprietary
software
Angular is a JavaScript framework from Google that reduces
the amount of time we spend worrying about how to display
Monocle data. It provides some structure to our frontend, and
lets us bind GUI components, text fields, numbers, whatever,
to model objects. Update a text field, the model updates, and
then you can send the update back to the server with some
pretty minimal code.

Bootstrap is a Twitter project that provides basic CSS styles
and layout helpers to make Monocle pretty and visually
consistent. It’s almost ubiquitous on the web now, but we’ve
been using it since version 1 two years ago.
Lo-Dash is a JavaScript library that gives JS some functionalprogramming-like constructs that every other language
already has: maps, folds, etc. It’ll make your front-end code
easier to read.

Why did we go with a webapp architecture for Monocle? It’s
just so easy to publish and update. If you need to push out a
quick fix to support a problem with a specific game, you can.
No worries about how to force an update across a bunch of
desktops, including some with our external CS contractors that
we don’t even control. It’s cross-platform. KIXEYE’s mostly a
Mac shop; we have some Windows and Linux users too, but if
you have a browser, you can use Monocle.
I will qualify that: use one of the two good browsers on the
market. Monocle is an internal app, so we can tell people what
browser to use, and it’s made our lives as developers quite a
bit easier. Monocle is only supported on Chrome and Firefox
because they’re usually up to date on standards, features, and
developer tools. Safari in particular ignores a lot of HTML5
validation stuff that shows users where they’ve entered invalid
values.

That’s the frontend. What does the Monocle backend do?
It’s a gateway between the relatively clean world of the
Monocle frontend and public API, and the messy world of
interfacing with individual games.
It stores logs about players: CS agent actions in the admin
log, and evidence from ban tools in the ban queue.
Finally, it imposes a uniform permissions scheme, using info in
our corporate directory service to check what each Monocle
user is allowed to see or do.

The Monocle backend also makes heavy use of open source
tech; we’ve actually contributed a number of patches back
upstream as part of work on Monocle.
For those of you who’ve spent time in the web world, most of
the components of the traditional LAMP stack, Linux, Apache,
MySQL, should be familiar, except that we use Python instead
of PHP. Python is an excellent glue language for projects like
Monocle, and has very, very good tools: test frameworks, code
coverage instrumentation to ensure that your tests are useful,
solid webapp frameworks and database libraries… it’ll talk to
pretty much anything. Great user community too.

We still have some legacy code based on a previous PHP
version of Monocle. We wish we didn’t… please don’t use PHP.
It has a number of security issues, and its design is so poor
that it slowed our development down quite a bit. Switching to
Python was a huge productivity boost for my team.

We’ve got two ways of talking to games from Monocle. For
Battle Pirates and War Commander, a lot of features are
implemented by reading from and writing to the actual live
game databases. For newer games, including Vega Conflict
and Backyard Monsters: Unleashed, we’ve worked with the
game teams to build supportability in an interface called
Monorail, which I’ll talk about next.

The problem with direct database access is that it’s fragile. We
had to know too much about the internal data structures of
each game, really an exercise in reverse engineering. Back
when I was 14 and spent a lot of time trying to hack Starcraft
1, this was a lot of fun, but trying to do it for 4, 5, 6 games
that are all in active development? Yikes.
Game teams are always trying to get more features or
performance for their players, and stuff changes, and we
didn’t want Monocle to be coupled too closely to any of them.
Also, KIXEYE uses a whole crazy quilt of different
technologies: PHP, MySQL, Node.js, MongoDB, Java, Scala, C+
+… and that’s just War Commander!

So we came up with the idea for Monorail.

When Vega Conflict was early in production, we decided to get
ahead of the games, rather than trailing behind them, trying
to reverse-engineer their internal structures. We put together
a list of the data we might want to read and write, based on
their design docs and what we’d seen in previous KIXEYE
games, and combined that with the various web standards
we’d seen, and we turned that into an ideal spec for the API
we’d like to see VC publish. And the game team was willing to
take this and run with it. They wanted customer support for
their game, and they didn’t want it to be a huge mess. After a
little bit of iteration, we had a standard API that we now call
Monorail.
It’s specified and documented, a contract between Monocle
and the game that says we’re only going to talk to your game
this way. There will be no surprise writes to your database.
There’s only one entry point to your game.

It’s also purpose-built for non-game use. We discussed
piggybacking on the protocol used between the game client
and server, but Monocle often needs to violate constraints
that’d be placed on clients, and the client protocol wasn’t
suitable.
Because there’s a spec, both sides, the implementors on the
game team and the consumers on the Monocle team, can
write tests against it. Huge reliability bonus.

KIXEYE has internal HTTP APIs already, but they’re RPC-like,
with semantics like function calls. They’re not so much
implemented in HTTP as they are tunneling over it.
When you work with HTTP, you get some bonuses. You can
access many Monorail endpoints directly from your browser.
You can limit certain clients to read-only methods like GET. You
can use transparent compression and cache-control headers to
reduce your network usage.
We chose JSON as the wire format for all Monorail data. It’s a
language-independent standard, derived from JavaScript but
mapping naturally to structures common across all languages,
like arrays and hash tables. It’s also human readable, again
something you can easily look at in your browser, and super,
super common in the broader web world.

At a higher level, the Monorail standard imposes a standard
data model across games that are Monorail-compatible. All
KIXEYE games have players, gold, and bans as part of the
Holy Trinity of support requirements. Our RTS games have
bases, resources, units, technology… We made the leap that
there was no real reason that Vega Conflict players had to be
all that different from Backyard Monsters players. So Monorail
comes with a core data model, stuff that if a game has it, it
has to be the same as all other Monorail games. Now we don’t
need to write a Monocle component per game per feature; we
just need one per feature.
We’ve got mechanisms for extending this, of course, because
our games are different in places. Vega Conflict ships have
slots for equipment, BYM:U monsters don’t. But they both
have core similarities: they have IDs, they have names
somewhere.

This is Monocle’s resource editor for Vega Conflict.

This is Monocle’s resource editor for Backyard Monsters:
Unleashed. Please note that they are nearly visually identical,
and you’ll have to take my word for it, but the code is exactly
identical. That’s the Monorail standard at work. It took us just
over two weeks to take most of what we’d written for Vega
Conflict and make the same code work for Backyard Monsters:
Unleashed.

I love our artists. They come up with some really slick-looking
guns, ships, and tanks. Why should our players be the only
ones enjoying their work? Wherever possible in Monocle,
we’ve integrated the unit names, descriptions, and art assets
used by our games.
Our CS agents love this because they don’t need to memorize
or write down a bunch of arcane internal identifiers, and then
mentally map between what a player’s asking about, and what
they’re seeing in their software. They’re naturally using the
same vocabulary.

This was particularly easy for Battle Pirates and War
Commander, because they’re both 2D games that use webstandard image formats, JPEGs and PNGs, so in many cases
we’re literally just pulling those pictures off the game CDN,
using the same art that you’d see if you were playing and
went into one of the research labs or the war factory.
For later games, we’ve built art support into the API spec as
part of the API Monocle uses to understand a game’s tech
tree: when Monocle asks for information about a unit or tech,
the game teams can also publish info on where to find a
picture for it, and what the in-game description of that unit is.

Let’s go inside the Intelligence Lab of a Battle Pirates player.
This is the building that analyzes the blueprints you’ve
captured.

Before KIXEYE brought me and my team on to build customer
service tools, our poor support agents had to beg the game
engineers for whatever they could spare time to slap together.
Here’s what the Battle Pirates inventory editor looked like two
years ago. Not as pretty as the game, right?
I’m not kidding about those identifiers, by the way. This is a
very thin wrapper around the SQL table that a player’s
inventory lives in. A developer might have a few of the item
codes memorized, and they’d understand why blueprints
always appear to have been used in 1970, but we don’t want
to have to inflict this UI on our CS agents.

This is Monocle, now. We’ve got weapon icons, descriptions,
we’ve got gameplay information and we’ll tell you which
blueprints are event prizes. All that stuff is now part of a
sortable table.

Have an Arc Missile and didn’t play Infernal Onslaught? Maybe
the timestamp is wrong for the event. You might be cheating.
We’ll take a closer look at you, because we can: all the data’s
there.

Or you might be one of our QA people. Every blueprint in the
game is available through the same interface that customer
support uses. The Battle Pirates team can use Monocle to
award themselves items that might drop only after hours or
days of normal gameplay.
The Battle Pirates game team doesn’t have to do anything
extra to enable new items. Once they’re in the game’s data
files, Monocle sees them too.
Now, we do have a flag through which the game designers can
indicate intent to publish an item. At one point, before we had
the idea for that flag, someone tried to give themselves a hull
that turned out to be a Draconian defense platform. Like,
basically a big block of obsidian with some turret slots. Not the
fastest ship in the fleet.

After nearly three years, Battle Pirates has accumulated quite
a list of both salvageable and event prize blueprints, so if you
can’t choose just one, we have a special option for that.

As social games, KIXEYE’s titles have a wide variety of arc
types in the social graph: when two players battle each other,
that’s a connection. If they’re in an alliance together, that’s
another kind of connection. If they’re friends on Facebook, if
they share an IP address, if they send each other gifts such as
mercenary fleets or gold… Our CS and Fair Play people browse
these connections all the time while answering tickets or
investigating players for bad behavior.
Of course, at KIXEYE, the first link in this list is our favorite.

Let’s look at the Monocle battle logs for one of KIXEYE’s most
popular targets: our CEO, Will Harbin.

I want you all to note two things in this screenshot:
The first thing is that Monocle uses player photos wherever we
can. And since we’re connected to Facebook, that’s pretty
much everywhere. It’s much easier to recognize a face and a
name than just a name.
The second thing is that our CEO Will has chosen an …
unconventional defense this week.

Monocle shows everything War Commander’s battle servers
will tell us. One of the most important displays is the outcome
of the battle, the loot.
Whenever a player commits to an attack, they’re putting their
hard-earned units in, they’re spending time and money to do
this. If a player’s battle is interrupted by a network glitch, or if
there’s a problem with the game, and they don’t get the
resources and rewards that they should have gotten by right
of conquest, you can bet we’re going to hear about it.
So we’ve got displays of everything that “drops” in a battle.
When we get a ticket reporting missing drops, our CS agents
can compare that against their logged values for thorium, for
infamy, etc. and if something doesn’t add up, we’re more than
happy to give you some more thorium.

Finally, we can go all the way down to the play by play. Our
Fair Play team has used this for investigating certain kinds of
exploit: if your battle logs say you’ve used elite laser tanks,
but your research screen says you haven’t unlocked the
blueprint for elite laser tanks, well, you are in trouble, my
friend.
Once Fair Play confirmed that was possible using Monocle,
they handed the problem off to Analytics for further
automation. And when they ran into trouble with that
automation, Analytics went back to Monocle to compare their
results to ours.

What I’m about to show you was part of an account takeover
investigation, so not a customer support matter, but one for
our Fair Play department, our fraud enforcers.
A player complained that someone had gotten into his account
on War Commander through Facebook and spent a bunch of
his money. We hear stories like this all the time, and
sometimes they’re more likely to be a scam attempt than a
legitimate problem, but that’s why we have Monocle. In this
case, there was a smoking gun. Monocle’s IP logs show
country and ISP. We thought it was unusual that this US player
would suddenly be logging in from Indonesia.

Going into more detail, we see that not only are there
anomalous logins from Indonesia for a US player, but they’re a
completely different browser and operating system than he
normally uses: something reporting as Firefox 17 on Windows
XP, when he’d been playing on Chrome and Win7 for months.
Looking at that specific IP showed a lot of non-Indonesian
players where we didn’t expect to see them.

Someone had broken into his account, possibly through
phished Facebook credentials, and spent a lot of money on
paid gifts to other War Commander accounts while logged in
around that time. Accounts which we can easily see in
Monocle. Accounts which are now banned.

The player now has all their money back.

Monocle’s greatest success story from a time-saving
standpoint has been our integration with Backyard Monsters:
Unleashed, which is KIXEYE’s first mobile game. It was
developed by a very small team of 5, 6 engineers, and we
knew they were going to need all the help we can get, so my
team worked with theirs to build Monorail support in from the
very beginning.
We still haven’t gotten Monorail completely retrofitted into
Battle Pirates and War Commander, and we may never. It’s a
lot easier to be there from the start.

For example, we’ve been able to relieve the BYM:U team of
the need to write a tool to show player base layout.
For our desktop games, CS agents have a few mechanisms
that let them load player data in a non-production version of
the game, using a modified version of the game client, so they
can see a player’s base layout. Since BYM:U is a mobile game,
and we don’t want to have to give all of our agents iPads or
iOS emulators, they have this. Physical layout on the left, list
view on the left. Actually shows more info than the game
client could show anyway, such as the last time the player
emptied their twig snapper, which is a resource generator
building.

Once the Monorail APIs were in, it took one of my engineers
less than two days to write this base tool.
Here’s a higher-level base from one of our more enthusiastic
BYM:U players. Note that this guy has built walls all around,
the red blocks…

…and equipped Tesla towers, the tan squares: he’s loaded for
bear. I would not want to go up against this guy.
As a result of Monorail work, the Backyard Monsters:
Unleashed team didn’t have to build any of the ancillary tools
for game maintenance and testing that other games have had
to build.

